
SUBTLE FORMS OF MIND CONTROL

It has to do with the subtle science of mind control known as priming. Yes, it is entirely possible to manipulate people
into certain behaviors.

Even when the victim is free of the influence of the manipulative personality , the attitudes, beliefs, and
behaviors persist, in large part because the victim believes they have made these decisions themselves the
effects of decisions we make ourselves are stronger and more long lasting than decisions we know we have
been pushed to make , and in part because the person does not want to admit that they have been manipulated
without their knowing, they don't want to believe that they have been tricked by a 'friend'. No brainwashing
method has ever been found to be total and complete. First of all, it is a subtle and insidious process. It sounds
like bullshit -- humans don't connect completely unrelated ideas like that, right? If you only hear the
brainwashed message on a regular basis, and rarely or never expose yourself to alternatives, you're going to be
far more likely to accept what you hear without thinking. All you need to do is the following: Identify the
manipulative message you've received. The large corporate media outlets often glaze over or completely omit
news that would be detrimental to government policy or corporate interests. Compare your different sources
and decide how you feel. Cults are not about the details of doctrine, but about what leaders and members do
and how members are deceived and exploited. Many define cults as religious groups claiming to be Christian,
but whose doctrines are not really in line with the true teachings of the Bible. Probably the vast majority of
extreme manipulative men and women who use mind control fit the profile of a psychopath or a narcissist.
And you can get the same result in infinite ways; in another experiment, those who were primed with words
conveying rudeness like "aggressively," "bold," "rude," "bother," "disturb" and "intrude" interrupted the
experimenter more frequently during a conversation after the tests. Since a swinging watch and torture devices
are likely to tip us off, cults need to be a bit more stealthy in their methods. News channels and political
parties often repeat a consistent message when they want to get their point across. So, one sentence could have
been "The Depends were too elderly in Florida. Popular conceptions of these terms are not very accurate,
which leads to confusion and misunderstanding. Related posts:. Mind control vs Brainwashing Steve Hassan
makes an interesting distinction between mental control and brainwashing. The goal is to instill complete trust
in the group and leadership. From friends, family, corporations, politicians, religions, scientists, authors, and
activists. It comes from the Latin word for "worship", and we also find it in the words "culture" and
"cultivate". What do buxom babes have to do with beer? To the outsider who does not understand mind
control, it is difficult to argue with. Cultists dress funny, talk funny, and have glossy eyes. I conclude that
consent through fraud is not consent at all. Some political parties and activist groups are controlling and
deceptive.


